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Introdution 3AbstratThis thesis fouses on the use of multiple redundant ontrol surfaes to inreaseperformane during �ight. There is no lear-ut de�nition of performane. Itmay di�er between appliations, but here, the amount of drag for a given �ightondition is used. The work is onentrated on minimizing drag with the use ofmeasurements instead of numerial simulations. Measured data ontains noiseand there are problems with repeatability and hysteresis. These di�ulties areonsidered and a method for drag minimization during �ight is presented.In the �rst study the drag minimization algorithm is disussed. Fous isput on desribing the implemented method and the treatment of onstraints tothe optimization problem. The onstraints inlude keeping the lift onstant aswell as having bounds on the ontrol surfae de�etions.In the seond work, a more omplex wind tunnel model is used to validatethe drag optimization algorithm. Drag redution for di�erent �ight onditionsis studied, as well as the impat of the number of ontrol surfaes. Di�erent lay-outs of the ontrol surfaes are also tested. The results show that the onstraintsare satis�ed and that the drag is redued substantially.
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Introdution 9IntrodutionConsider an eagle slowly soaring the skies, as in Figure 1. The wings hardlymove. It an stay in the air soaring for hours. Like a sailor onstantly hangingthe shape of the sails to get as muh as possible out of the wind, the eaglemakes small adjustments to the shape and size of its wings. Depending on the�ight ondition, birds hange both the wingspan and the wing area [1℄. Thisonstant optimization makes the eagle's �ight very e�ient. E�ieny of �ightdepends on the mission. A migrating bird needs to over large distanes, whilea bird irling in the air trying to loate prey may bene�t more from endurane.Making �ight more e�ient is the subjet of this thesis. The idea is to adjustthe shape of the wings ontinuously, just like birds have done for millions ofyears.

Figure 1: Soaring eagle.For airraft, �ight e�ieny also depends on the mission. Here, the dragfor a given �ight ondition is used. Motivating drag redutions on airraftmay be unneessary. Lower drag gives many bene�ts, some more obvious thanothers. Drag redutions result in less fuel burn, and this may yield eonomibene�ts, both for the airraft manufaturer, and for the airlines that operatethem. Carrying less fuel also leaves room for more payload, whih adds tothe eonomi bene�ts. The environmental perspetive is not to be forgotteneither. Less fuel burn means less emissions, whih everybody, even the birds,will bene�t from. Other types of airraft are gliders trying to �y faster than theompetitors. Inreasing the glide ratio of a sailplane may give the inrease inspeed needed to win the rae. Surveillane UAVs will inrease endurane if dragis redued. These are only a few examples, and many others exist.The eagle in Figure 1 has the advantage of musles in the wings that areonstantly used to hange its shape. This may seem di�erent from a regular



10 M. Jaobsenairraft of today with �xed wings. There is, of ourse, a large di�erene betweenthe wings of a bird and the wings of an airraft, but on a regular transportairraft there are several ontrol surfaes distributed over the span that an beused to hange the shape of the wing. To mention a few of these ontrolsurfaes, there are usually both inner and outer ailerons, inner and outer �aps,and slats on the leading edge. Most of these are either used to maneuver theairraft, or during take-o� and landing. Several studies have been performedon airraft equipped with multiple ontrol surfaes on both the leading andtrailing edges of the main wing [2, 3, 4℄. These ontrol surfaes are often usedto inrease maneuverability of the airraft [5, 6, 7℄. A long-range ommerialairraft has a substantial part of the �ight in ruise ondition. During ruise,speed and altitude should be maintained. In theory, this only requires twoontrol variables, for example throttle setting and elevator. All other ontrolsurfaes an, during ruise, be onsidered redundant, and may, therefore, beused to redue drag.DragAerodynami fores on a body, suh as lift and drag, ome from two soures,namely surfae pressure p and surfae shear stress τ , as illustrated in Figure 2.Both the surfae pressure and the shear stress will vary over the surfae. Thepressure is always perpendiular to the surfae and the shear stress ats tangentialto the surfae. The aerodynami fore on a body an be found by integratingthe pressure and the shear stress over the entire surfae of the body. This,of ourse, assumes that the pressure and shear stress distributions are known.The total aerodynami fore on the body an be divided into one omponentperpendiular to the relative wind V∞, the lift fore, and one omponent parallelto V∞, the drag fore.
V

∞

p

τFigure 2: Pressure and shear stress on an airfoil.The drag of an airraft is ommonly divided into di�erent omponents,suh as parasite drag and indued drag. The parasite drag exists on a body even ifno lift is reated. This is due to both pressure imbalanes as well as frition. The



Introdution 11indued drag, however, refers to the drag due to the spanwise lift distribution [8℄.At some onditions, the parasite drag is larger than the indued drag, but thesituation may also be the opposite. If the �ow, for example, separates from thebody, the parasite drag is inreased substantially. This is referred to as pressuredrag due to separation. Separation is aused both by the visosity, whih makesthe �ow slow down lose to the surfae of the body, and by an adverse pressuregradient, whih is an inrease in pressure in the �ow diretion. The inrease inpressure a�ets the slow partiles lose to the surfae more and the �ow speedis further redued in this way. At some point, the �ow lose to the surfae willome to a omplete stop and eventually be reversed, whih auses the �ow toseparate from the surfae [9℄.Adding a wing to a body reates interferene at the intersetion between theparts. This an give rise to interferene drag on the body. At transoni speeds,shok waves appear and this reates wave drag due to the total pressure lossaross the shok wave [10℄.The total drag is the sum of all these parts. At di�erent �ight onditions,di�erent parts are more important than others. For example, at low speedsthere are no shok waves and, therefore, no wave drag. If one part of thedrag is minimized, some other parts may well be inreased. For example, theskin frition drag is less for a laminar boundary layer ompared to a turbulentboundary layer [8℄. To avoid the large pressure drag due to separation it is,however, more bene�ial to have a turbulent boundary layer, sine it is morestable and will delay separation.Drag an be studied using di�erent approahes. The tools of �uid dynamisare ommonly visualized using the �three dimensions� shown in Figure 3 [11℄.The experimental part of �uid dynamis ommonly involves wind tunnel test-
Experiment Theory

ComputationFigure 3: The three approahes of �uid dynamis.ing, and studying the phenomena of �uids experimentally is the oldest approah.



12 M. JaobsenComputational �uid dynamis (CFD) has beome a good omplement to windtunnel testing during the last deades when more powerful omputers have beendeveloped.Calulated dragTo numerially determine drag of a body, the fundamental governing equationsof the �uid need to be solved. The governing equations are given by the on-tinuity, momentum, and energy equations together with the gas equation ofstate [11℄. Solving these equations is, however, not simple. CFD is a good toolfor determining aerodynami fores as long as it is apable of adequately repro-duing the physis involved. The numerial analysis must also be e�ient tobe pratial, whih makes simpli�ations in the mathematial desription ne-essary. These simpli�ations must be made with great are to obtain reliableresults in the end. The output from omputations depends strongly on the in-put and the assumptions made beforehand. Therefore, detailed insight of thetheoretial models used is needed.Measured dragEven if a numerial solution is found, it is often of great importane to performa validation experiment to test the results. Wind tunnels o�er a rather wellde�ned testing environment, whih in many ases is a good omplement tonumerial solutions. Just like �nding the numerial solution, experiments arealso di�ult to perform [12℄. It takes knowledge about the problem itself aswell as measurement tehniques to obtain reliable results. It is also importantto onsider sale e�ets when a wind tunnel model is used and the measureddata should be transformed to a full size appliation [12℄. To experimentallydetermine drag of an airraft several tehniques may be used. The most ommoneither involves a balane, whih measures fores and moments on the body usingstrain gauges, see Figure 4(a), a wake rake, whih measures the momentum lossbehind the model using measurements of the dynami pressure aross the wake,see Figure 4(b), or a pressure measurement to obtain the pressure distributionover the entire body [12℄. All of these methods have di�erent bene�ts as well asdrawbaks.ObjetiveBoth measuring and numerially determining drag of an airraft are di�ult. Itis, however, of great importane. The objetive of this thesis is to use redundantontrol surfaes to inrease performane for the urrent �ight ondition, just



Introdution 13

(a) Wind tunnel balane (b) Wake rakeFigure 4: Drag measurement devieslike the eagle mentioned in the introdution. Conventional ontrol surfaesthat exist on almost any airraft today an be used for this purpose, whihmeans that the already existing airraft have this possibility. The drag redutionis performed using measurements in real time, i.e. no omputed data is used,but instead drag is evaluated during �ight. The redundant ontrol surfaesare used to minimize drag while keeping lift onstant. This is formulated asan optimization problem with onstraints, and the problem is to be solvedontinuously during �ight. The method used to solve the problem should notrequire any input from a user, it should be ompletely automati.In the experiments performed, wind tunnel measurements are used to sim-ulate real �ight. Drag is measured with a wind tunnel balane, but in a real lifeimplementation, the hange in speed for onstant throttle setting ould orre-spond to the hange in drag. No omputed model desribing drag as a funtionof ontrol surfae de�etions is used. Hene, the optimum needs to be foundusing an iterative method where the objetive funtion is only known at thepoints where it has been evaluated during the test. This puts ertain demandson the method used to solve the optimization problem. Another di�ulty isthe onstraint of keeping lift onstant. This onstraint needs to be satis�ed at alltimes, i.e. the objetive funtion an only be evaluated at the points where theonstraint is satis�ed. This means that the ontrol surfaes an not be movedarbitrarily. The optimization will be disussed in a following setion.Using redundant ontrol surfaes to minimize drag has been studied byNASA [13, 14, 15, 16℄, where �ight tests on a modi�ed L-1011 were performed.In the work performed by NASA, only one ontrol variable, namely symmetride�etions of the outboard ailerons, were used. The optimization onsisted ofperforming a sweep with the outboard ailerons, testing all possible de�etions,



14 M. Jaobsenwhile gathering data. This was then used to make a deision on the optimalde�etion for the urrent �ight ondition. The drag of the L-1011 was shown tobe redued by approximately 1% [13℄. In the studies by NASA, drag was evalu-ated during �ight by onsidering the speed. This was shown to be possible andthe results were reliable enough to loate an optimal ontrol surfae de�etion.The work presented in this thesis does not fous on the implementation in areal airraft, but instead the main fous is on using a more advaned algorithmto solve the optimization problem. The use of more ontrol variables is alsostudied. Already when using two variables, testing all possible ombinations be-omes very time onsuming and the need for a more sophistiated algorithm isobvious. Emphasis is also put on satisfying onstraints while minimizing drag.Wind tunnel testingWind tunnel measurements are di�ult, but ompared to full sale �ight teststhey are ost e�ient and the test onditions are more well de�ned. Modernequipment an provide data aurately [12℄ and the measurement instrumentsare onstantly beoming more sophistiated. The experiments presented in thisthesis are performed in the low-speed wind tunnel L2000 at Kungliga TekniskaHögskolan (KTH) shown in Figure 5. The wind tunnel is a losed iruit

Figure 5: The L2000 low-speed wind tunnel.(Prandtl type) with a ross setion of 2 × 2 meters in the test setion. Whenmeasurements are performed, it is important to realize that errors will enter atdi�erent parts of the measurement system. Some errors an be redued whileothers are more di�ult to deal with. Sine drag is often a small fore it isimportant to redue as many soures of errors as possible to inrease auray.Some of the di�ulties and possible errors will be mentioned in the following.



Introdution 15Flow onditionsThe wind tunnel model is mounted in the test setion of the tunnel. Thespeed is ontrolled using feedbak from the dynami pressure. Measuring thedynami pressure may ontribute errors. The dynami pressure is obtainedfrom a measurement of the total pressure in the stagnation hamber and fourmeasurements of the stati pressure in the test setion that are averaged to givemore aurate results. The wind tunnel is powered by an eletri motor loatedoutside the wind tunnel. This redues the heating of the air due to the motor,but there is still signi�ant hange in temperature due to frition when the windtunnel is running.Strain gauge balanesA six-omponent internal wind tunnel balane is used to measure fores andmoments. The balane onsists of a arefully designed metal transduer withstrain gauges attahed to it. A high resolution in the low load regions desired toaurately resolve drag measurements may restrit the maximum allowed loads inother diretions. Hene, a ompromise is neessary. To inrease the sensitivityof the balane, four ative strain gauges are onneted in a full bridge on-�guration. Using a full bridge inreases the sensitivity, whih is important whenmeasuring small loads, but the output signal is still small and ampli�ation isneeded.The strain gauge balane is also sensitive to temperature hanges, and asmentioned previously, there is a signi�ant hange in temperature when thetunnel in running. This a�ets the strain gauges and introdues errors in themeasured fores.Signal onditioningA soure of exitation for the strain gauge balane is required. Typially, aonstant voltage is used. Higher exitation generates a higher output, whihis desirable, but a high voltage an also ause errors due to self-heating of thesystem. The signals from the strain gauge balane are generally small and needto be ampli�ed before they are proessed. In most ases, signals from straingauges ontain noise. The high-frequeny noise an be redued by using a low-pass �lter, but it will not be ompletely removed. Taking an average over severalmeasurements may further redue the noise.The signals from the balane have to be proessed to determine the di�erentfores and moments on the wind tunnel model. To do this aurately, thebalane �rst needs to be alibrated. A linearized model around some operating



16 M. Jaobsenpoint is the result of the alibration, and the fores an simply be found througha matrix multipliation. If the wind tunnel test is performed with a load ase farfrom the alibration point, the linearized alibration matrix may give inaurateresults and nonlinear ontributions may be neessary to inlude. Measuringdrag with a wind tunnel balane is di�ult also beause the magnitude of thedrag fore is small ompared to other fores, suh as lift. To not overload thebalane, the maximum load needs to be fairly large, whih gives inauray inthe lower load region. The auray is normally based on a ertain perentageof the maximum allowed load.OptimizationOptimization always starts by formulating the problem. The objetive funtionis in this ase the drag oe�ient CD , whih is de�ned as the drag fore Dnormalized with the dynami pressure q∞ and the wing area S, i.e. CD =
D/(q∞S). The onstraints inlude keeping the lift oe�ient CL onstant aswell as keeping the ontrol surfae de�etions δ within some given bounds. Thelift oe�ient is de�ned as the drag oe�ient but with the lift fore L insteadof D. The optimization problem an be written as

min
α, δ

CD(α, δ) (1a)
subject to CL(α, δ) = CLset, (1b)

δl ≤ δ ≤ δu, (1)where α is the angle of attak, and δl and δu are the lower and upper bounds onthe ontrol surfae de�etions. The onstant lift oe�ient, given by CLset, isessentially de�ned by the altitude at whih the airraft is �ying, the mass and theairspeed. The solution to a problem of this form is given by the optimal angleof attak α∗ and the optimal ontrol surfae de�etions δ
∗ that minimizes thedrag oe�ient while satisfying the onstraints. The lift oe�ient is assumedto be well desribed by a linear approximation [17℄, whih gives a problem onthe form

min
α, δ

CD(α, δ) (2a)
subject to CLαα +

∑

i

CLδi
δi = CLset, (2b)

δl ≤ δ ≤ δu, (2)where CLα denotes the derivative of CL with respet to α, and CLδi
denotesthe derivative of CL with respet to δi, the ith omponent of the vetor δ. A



Introdution 17linear model of CL is ommon in many aeronautial appliations while the dragoe�ient is more di�ult to model.The solution to this problem needs to be in the nullspae of the linearonstraints, whih redues the problem size. Using this transformation, thesimple bounds on the variables beome linear inequality onstraints. The stan-dard tehniques for �nding a solution that satis�es the optimality onditionsof (2) are, for example, an ative set strategy [18℄. Another possibility is to usea primal-dual interior-point method where the iterates approximately follow thebarrier trajetory given by the perturbed optimality onditions [19℄.The mentioned tehniques use the optimality onditions to �nd the solu-tion. These are, however, based on ertain assumptions about the problem.For example, the optimality onditions inlude the gradient of the objetivefuntion expliitly. Many gradient based tehniques for solving these types ofproblems are available today and they are generally very e�etive. The objetivein (1) is the drag oe�ient, and, as disussed previously, no model of how itdepends on the ontrol surfae de�etions is used and, therefore, no expressionfor the gradient either. The funtion an be evaluated by making measurementsin the wind tunnel giving the fores and moments on the model. This informa-tion ould be used to determine the gradients by �nite di�erenes, but measureddata ontains noise that may give inaurate and unreliable results. Solving (2)without the expliit use of gradients is not straightforward. The method used tosolve the optimization problem must keep all iterates feasible. This is importantsine hanges in the lift onstraint (2b) will make the airraft hange altitudes.The bounds on the ontrol surfae de�etions (2) are the maximum de�etionspossible and may, therefore, not be violated.Derivative-free optimizationSolving an optimization problem without gradients is not easy. The optimalityonditions, for example, involve derivatives of both the objetive funtion andthe onstraints. Hene, the question is if it is even possible to �nd an optimalsolution without the use of derivatives. Several methods exist that try to do justthis. The wide lass of optimization tehniques that does not use derivativesare often referred to as derivative-free methods [20, 21, 22, 23℄. There are twomain groups of derivative-free methods; methods that onstrut approximationsof di�erent kinds to the objetive funtion, and diret searh methods that onlyompare funtion values. The distintion between these two groups is not alwayslear. Many of the derivative-free methods are pratial only for unonstrainedoptimization, but it is possible to generalize some of the methods to inludeonstraints. Constraints are frequently treated by using a penalty funtion [24℄.A widely used method for solving unonstrained optimization problems



18 M. Jaobsenwithout expliit use of gradients is the response surfae methodology (RSM) [25℄.This is a method that samples the objetive funtion, or response funtion, atdesignated points lose to the urrent iterate and performs regression analysis toapproximate a loal linear (or quadrati) model of the response funtion. Thismethod has been used in many engineering appliations [26, 27, 28℄. If RSM isto be used with suess, it is of great importane to hoose the sample pointswith are. Using a full quadrati model may give a rather good piture of theatual objetive funtion, but it is also ostly sine it requires many funtionevaluations to approximate the response surfae aurately if the number ofvariables is large.The response surfae methodology has also been simpli�ed to an alternativeapproah where the results from the sampling are used diretly instead of �rstonstruting the approximation. This method is alled the evolutionary operation(EVOP) [25℄ and it is a predeessor of the simplex algorithm of Nelder andMead [29℄, whih is not to be onfused with the simplex method for linearprogramming. Simplex methods an be lassi�ed as diret searh methods, andthey are haraterized by the pattern of n + 1 points in Rn that form a simplex(a triangle in R2) [30℄. At eah iteration, the simplex method performs a singlemove depending on the values of the objetive funtion at the verties of thesimplex. Di�erent simplex searhes allow di�erent moves, and the algorithmof Nelder and Mead allows the simplex to re�et, expand, and ontrat, whihmakes the simplex adapt to the loal landsape of the problem. The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is very popular among the diret searh methods, andit works well in many ases. Unfortunately, it may also fail [20℄. This has leadto lots of work being put on analyzing the asymptoti behavior of the Nelder-Mead method. The results show that in R1 the algorithm is robust and willonverge to a stationary point, but in higher dimensions onvergene has notbeen proven.There are, however, other diret searh methods that are known to be robust.A review on a lass of methods known as generating set searh methods (GSS) isfound in Kolda et al. [21℄. These methods an be shown to be reliable in thesense that onvergene results an be obtained, loal rates of onvergene an beestablished as well as how the performane is a�eted by the dimension of theproblem. In this thesis, a GSS method has been used that an be generalized totake linear inequality onstraints into aount, see [31, 32, 33℄.Diret searh methods are, however, still slow and should only be usedwhen neessary. The solution an generally be found muh more e�iently ifgradients an be omputed or approximated. The performane is also degradedquikly when the number of variables is inreased or when the problem is badlysaled [34℄.



Introdution 19Bene�ts of strutural �exibilityReturning to the eagle in Figure 1. All birds move their wings and the shapeis also a�eted by the aerodynami fores. Airraft wings are not that di�erent.They may not move as muh as bird wings, but all wings are �exible, at leastto some extent, see Figure 6. Weight is a large penalty for modern airraft,

Figure 6: The eta airraft. (www.eta-airraft.de)but lighter airraft also result in more �exible wings. Historially, �exibilityhas aused many aidents, and aeroelastiity has, therefore, been regarded as aproblem. A wing moving through the air generates aerodynami fores, suh aslift and drag. These fores at on the wing and give rise to elasti deformationin the load-arrying struture. The most ommon, or well known, aeroelastiphenomenon is �utter. It is an undamped osillation of the wings (or tailplane)that may inrease in amplitude until strutural failure ours.At speeds below the ritial �utter speed, the elasti fores deform the wing,and this may hange the airloads. Stati aeroelasti deformation is the deformationat equilibrium between the aerodynami and the elasti fores. This deformationdoes not need to be assoiated with aeroelasti instabilities, but instead thehypothesis in this thesis is that it may be ontrolled and utilized to redue dragof the airraft more e�iently. The wings of an airraft are designed to giveminimum drag for a ertain �ight ondition, or for a ompromise of multipleoperating points [2℄. Designing an airraft for multiple �ight onditions may bedi�ult. Muh an, therefore, possibly be gained by optimizing the shape of thewings ontinuously for the urrent �ight ondition. Flying at other onditionsompared to the design point may lead to deformations of the wings resultingin inreased drag. The �exibility of the wings an be used to ontrol thedeformation at all �ight onditions and making it more e�ient. A rigid wing



20 M. Jaobsenmay be more di�ult to deform. Therefore, strutural �exibility is assumed toinrease the possible bene�ts of the drag minimization strategy presented in thisthesis.Validation of drag minimizationThe GSS method is implemented in the graphial programming software LAB-VIEW [35℄. To validate the method two studies have been performed, paperA and B. In paper A, the test objet is a �exible wind tunnel model with 16independent ontrol surfaes, eight on eah wing. The model is shown whenmounted in the wind tunnel in Figure 7. The span of the model is 1.36 m and

Figure 7: Wind tunnel model in the L2000 wind tunnel.the hord is 0.16 m. This model has previously been used for a study on rollontrol by Carlsson and Cronander [5℄. Paper A inludes validation of the GSSmethod with emphasis on satisfying the onstraints. The results from this studyshow that a linear approximation for the lift onstraint works fairly well in thesense that the lift is kept reasonably onstant at all iterations. The method isalso shown to redue drag of the wind tunnel model somewhat, but the mea-suring system aused disrepanies between measurements making it di�ult topreisely quantify the atual drag redution possibilities.In paper B, a more sophistiated wind tunnel model is used to study thedrag minimization tehnique. This model is alled the HARW, high aspet ratiowing, and has been onstruted as a part of the European Union projet AtiveAeroelasti Airraft Strutures (3AS) [36℄. It has been used for aeroservoelastiinvestigations in Eller and Heinze [3℄ and Heinze and Karpel [37℄. The wing



Introdution 21is mounted on the wind tunnel �oor, as shown in Figure 8. The HARW has

Figure 8: The high aspet ratio wing in the wind tunnel.20 independent ontrol surfaes and it is highly �exible. This �exibility isexploited in paper B, as well as studying drag minimization for di�erent �ightonditions. The e�et of the number of ontrol surfaes used is also inluded.Improved signal onditioning equipment is also used in this study improvingthe repeatability of the measurements. The results are more reliable and showthat the total drag is redued signi�antly.Future workThe studies performed in this thesis are stritly experimental. It would be ofgreat interest to follow up the results with omputations to develop a moreprofound understanding of the optimal ontrol surfae settings. To understandthe omplex �ow�eld indued by de�eting the ontrol surfaes, di�erent �owvisualization tehniques may also be of interest to study. Examples of suh areoil visualization and minitufts [12℄.The optimization method used here is not very e�ient. When the numberof redundant ontrol surfaes is large, a more e�ient method would be bene-�ial. Time should be spent evaluating di�erent methods available. It is also ofinterest to redue the optimization time by putting some e�ort into reduing



22 M. Jaobsenthe number of ontrol surfaes needed to obtain a su�ient inrease in perfor-mane. Using fewer ontrol surfaes also redues the manufaturing ost and theomplexity of the airraft. The optimization time is mainly given by the timeit takes to evaluate the objetive funtion. It is, therefore, of great importaneto use a method that requires as few funtion evaluations as possible.The results from the experiments in this thesis are promising. They are,however, only experiments, and it would be interesting to perform �ight teststo evaluate the true possibility on a real airraft. Flight tests are ostly and alsodi�ult to perform. Some of the di�ulties experiened in wind tunnel testsmay, on the other hand, be redued in a real �ight test. The Reynolds numberwill be muh larger, whih gives a more well-de�ned �ow ondition.The in�uene of aeroelasti e�ets should also be further investigated. Thepossibility of exploring �exibility and using it for drag minimization is aninteresting onept. It may be di�ult to take �exibility into aount whendesigning airraft, but it is important and it will in�uene performane.
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